TAKE A TAXI

You can give the driver our address, along with the crossroad (881 Wuding Road, near Changde Road).
Show this to the driver:

武定路881号， 靠近常德路
Or call (021) 6095 8317 and we will speak to the driver for you.

TAKE THE SUBWAY

1. Take Line 2 (green) to Jing’an Temple Station or Line 7 (orange) to Changping Road Station.
2. Take Exit 3 in both cases and follow the walking instructions.

WALK

OPTION 1 | FROM JING’AN TEMPLE STATION

OPTION 2 | FROM CHANGPING ROAD STATION

1. Once you walk out of Exit 3, turn left. Keep
walking down West Nanjing road till you come to
the crossroad with Changde road. Turn left (do
not cross the street).

1. Once you walk out of Exit 3, turn right. Keep
walking down Change road for 300 meters,
across Kangding road and further, till you come
to the crossroad with Wuding Road.
2. On Wuding Road, cross the road and turn
right.

2. Walk down Changde road for 800 meters until
you reach Wuding road. Do not cross the street;
just turn left.

3. Walk straight for 80 meters past a small fruit shop. On your left, you will see a gate with a big number 881 on
it. On your left, you will see a gate with a big number 881 on it. Walk inside the yard and keep walking straight
until you reach the building opposite the gate.
4. Enter this building and take one of the elevators on your right to the 5th ﬂoor.
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+86 21 - 6095 8317
info.shanghai@thatsmandarin.com
www.thatsmandarin.com
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881 Wuding Road, Bldg 1, 5th Floor
Shanghai, 200040, China
中国上海市静安区武定路881号1座5层 (靠近常德路)

